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Pl a intiff s National Wildlife Federation, Arizona Wildlife 

Federation, Maricopa Audubon Society, Sierra Cl ub, and Th e 

Wilderness Society ("Environmental P laintiff s ") brought suit 

against the United States Bureau of Land Management ( " BLM ") 

challenging two decisions pertaining to the Arrastra Mountain 

Wilderness. Er i k and Tina Barnes, who own land affected by t he 

decisions, brought suit against t he Secretary of the Department 

of the Interior , and two BLM officials. ' The cases h ave been 

consolidated . All of the parties move for summary judgment based 

on a stipul a ted record. 

'Because the cla ims are brought against the named 
individuals in their official capacities only and because the 
individuals named may no l onger hold office , the cla ims are 
deemed to be brought against the entities . See Kentucky v 

Graham, 473 U.S . 159, 165 (1985). 
_.,.. 



Backgrollnd' 

The Arrastra Mountain Wilderness is located in west central 

Arizona and encompasses approximately 126 , 760 acres in Mojave , 

Yavapai , and La Paz Counties. The Arrastra Mountain Wilderness 

was designated by the Arizona Desert Wilderness Act of 1990 

· " ADWA " ) , on November 28 , 1990. Pub . L . No . 101-628 , 104 Stat . 

4469 , § 101 (a) (8) . Except for some mining claims and private 

incolding parce l s , the Wilderness is federal public l and managed 

by the BLM. When the Wilderness was designated i n 1990 , the BLM 

closed the area t o motorized vehicles . 

Portions of five grazing al l otments are located within the 

Wilderness. The Wilderness encompasses diverse plant and animal 

life, inc l uding an area where saguaro cactuses of the Sonoran 

Desert and Jos h ua trees of the Mojave Desert grow together . In 

addition , Peeples Canyon , a five-mile deep canyon desert oasis 

with perennial springs , waterfalls , rock formations , and riparian 

habitat , is included within the Wilderness. 3 

Erik and Tina Barnes , with their partners , bought t he Santa 

Maria Ranch in Yavapai County , Ar i zona , in June of 1990 for 

$3 50,000 . The Ranch consists of 1000 acres near the Arrastra 

2 
The parties provided a statement of stipulated facts from 

which the background information is taken . 

3
The parties note that " Peeples " is also spelled " Peoples " 

but agree that " Peeples " is the proper spe ll ing. 



Mountain Wilderness and a forty-acre private inholding parcel in 

Peeples Canyon. The Barneses also hold grazing rights on land 

owned by the BLM and the State of Arizona known as t he Santa 

Maria Al lotment. 

There are no buildings in Peeples Canyon. Except for the 

Barneses' forty-acre private inholding, which is loca ted at the 

bottom of the Canyon, the rest of the Canyon is federal public 

land. Cattle are excluded from the Canyon to preserve the water 

quality in Peeples Canyon Spring and the stream that runs it. 

The stream has been designated a "unique water" by the State of 

Arizona for purposes of the Clean Water Act. A jeep access to 

the private inholding was bulldozed across property that was 

owned by the State of Arizona out to the highway in 1940. In the 

1960s, the owners of the inholding tore up the access to make it 

impassable to ordinary four-wheel-drive vehicles. Subsequent 

owners repaired the access, but after 1980, the access down from 

the Canyon rim became eroded and was not repaired. Before the 

Barneses acquired t he inholding, the previous owner accessed the 

inholding from the Canyon rim by foot or horseback. 

The inholding was historically used as a site for a 

gasoline-powered pump to supply water to tanks, located outside 

of the Canyon , t ha t provided water for grazing lives tock. The 

Peeples Canyon Spring is also referred to as South Peeples 
Spring. 
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pump stopped functioning in 1980 and was removed in 1990. All 

livestock operations stopped on the Santa Maria Ranch four or 

five years before the Barneses bought it in 1990. 

After buying the Ranch in June of 1990 , the Barneses applied 

to the BLM to activate grazing on the Santa Maria grazing 

allotment, seeking permission for 240 head of cattle. In 

response to the application, the BLM issued notice of a proposed 

decision in September of 1990. The Environmental Plaintiffs 

filed a protest, and the BLM issued a draft environmental 

assessment for the proposal on March 15, 1991. On May 31 , 1991, 

the BLM issued a final Environmental Assessment ("EA") for the 

Barneses' proposal for livestock grazing, AZ-026-91-14, ("Grazing 

EA"). The Grazing EA considered three alternative actions: 

grazing as proposed by the Barneses, grazing in a reduced format , 

and no action. It concluded that the Barneses' grazing proposal, 

with certain stipulations, would have no environmental impact. 

In October of 1993 , the BLM issued a draft Range Improvement 

Plan and Environmental Assessment of the grazing allotments in 

the area for public comment. The final Range Improvement Plan 

and Environmental Assessment (''RIM Plan EA"), AZ-026-92-0111, was 

issued in July of 1996. The purpose of the RIM Plan EA was to 

provide "direction for the management of ongoing livestock 

grazing operations and maintenance of the range improvements in 

the Arrastra Mountain Wilderness on grazing allotments 



administered by the Lower Gila Resource Area. " Ex. V, RIM Plan 

EA at 5 . The RIM Plan EA considered two alternatives : " Limited 

Motorized/Mechan ized Use Alternative (Proposed Action)'' and "No 

Motorized Mechanized Use Alternative (N o Action). " I.ct... at 11 & 

27. The RIM Plan EA addressed the repair and maint~nance of all 

" historically maintained" range developments, not jus t those that 

were then operational , and did not consider an alternative for 

fewer than all of the water facilities. l.d... at 5 & 28 . 

Along with the RIM Plan EA, the BLM issued a decision ( " RIM 

Plan Decision " ) that adopted the proposed action alternative . As 

such , the RIM Plan Decision authorized the use, within certain 

limits , of motor vehicles and mechanized equipment to restore and 

maintain water developments and vehicle routes within the 

Wilderness. With respect to access into the Barneses' inholding 

in Peeples Canyon , the RIM Plan Decision authorized mechanized 

development of the access route to permit a four-wheel-drive 

pickup truck to pass from the Wilderness boundary to the rim of 

the Canyon . The vehicle routes , including the access to the 

Barneses ' inholding , would be repaired , maintained, and used only 

as necessary for maintaining the grazing developments . 

A th ird environmental assessment , AZ-026-94-23 , Wilderness 

Inholding Access , Arrastra Mountain Wilderness ( "Access EA " ) , 

issued in December of 1996 , addressed only the access route to 



the Barneses ' inholding. 
5 The Access EA was preceded by a draft 

for public comment issued in June of 1994 . The Access EA 

analyzed three alternatives for different levels of repair or 

improvement and ma i ntenance for vehicle access and one 

alternative for no act i on , which would prevent veh i c l e access 

The Access Decision , issued at the same time , authorized repairs 

of the access route that would allow passage of a four - wheel -

drive pickup truck and certain other motorized vehicles but only 

for limited purposes. 

In 1995 , during the process of assessing the environmental 

i mpact of grazing , range improvement , and access to the Barneses ' 

inholding , the BLM met with Erik Barnes to discuss the 

possibility of federal acquisition of the inholding through a 

land exchange. On May 8 , 1995 , the BLM sent a letter that 

reported it " cou l d justify an exchange value of approximately 

$200 , 000 . 00 " for the Peeples Canyon inholding and the Barneses' 

grazing rights in the Wilderness . Ex. A, subex. D. The letter 

concluded that " [t]his administratively establ ished value is 

submitted for your consideration but may be modified or withdrawn 

at any time without notice. " l.d.... Erik Barnes responded on May 

5
The Access EA appears to address the entire access route 

along a 2 . 4 mile jeep trail and down into the Canyon to the 
inholding . If so , the RIM Plan Decision and the Access Decision 
overlap as to the portion of the access route across the 
wilderness area to the rim of the Canyon. 
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25 , 1995 , that t hey were " disappointed with the $200 , 000 offer. " 

.Id... He suggested instead a long-term lease , stated that he hoped 

they were still negotiating in good faith , and also noted that 

time was important to them. Id.... at subex. E. The record 

includes nothing further about the proposed exchange . 

Neither the Barneses nor the Environmental Plaintiffs were 

satisfied with the BLM ' s RIM Plan and Access Decisions , issued in 

1996 , and filed appeals , which were consolidated. The RIM Plan 

Decision and Access Decision were affirmed by the Interior Board 

of Land Appeals ("IBLA") in November of 1999 . Natjonal WjJdJjfe 

Federation , 151 IB LA 104 (1999) (affirming RIM Plan Decision) 

Erik & Tina Barnes , 151 IBLA 128 (1999) (affirming Access 

Decision) .• The Barneses filed suit on March 31 , 2000 , and later 

filed an amended complaint , seeking a declaratory judgment that 

the BLM dec i sions resulted in a taking of their r i ght to 

motorized access to their inholding in violation of the Fifth and 

Fourteenth Amendments , seeking to quiet title to a public right 

of way across the Wilderness land to the inholding, and seeking 

review of the IBLA decisions under the Administrative Procedure 

Act . The Environmental Plaintiffs also brought suit and then 

filed an amended complaint , requesting review of the IBLA 

decisions and seeking a declaratory judgment that the decisions 

violate federal law and BLM regulations and an injunction to 

preclude implementation of the RIM and Access Decisions . The 

actions were consolidated . 
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Di SCJ]SSi on 

The parties have filed cross motions for summary judgment 

based on a joint statement of stipulated facts and an agreed 

compilation of documents from the administrative record. The 

defendants filed a supplemental administrative record of four 

documents. 6 Summary judgment is appropriate when " the pleadings, 

depositions , answers to interrogatories , and admissions on fi l e, 

together with the affidavits , if any, show that there is no 

genuine issue as to any material fac t and that the moving party 

is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law ." Fed. R. Civ. P . 

56 (c). 

I. The Barneses ' Motion 

In their motion for summary judgment, the Barneses address 

only their quiet title claim, brou ght pursuant to 28 U.S.C . § 

2409a .' "The Quiet Title Act [28 U.S.C. § 2409a] permits suit 

6The defendants state that the BLM Manua l, Glossary of 
Terms , is at Tab X and that it was previously submitted by the 
Environmental Plaintiffs. Tab X of the defendants' supplement is 
a copy of the RIM Plan EA. The court has not located t he BLM 
Manual , Glossary of Terms , in the Environmental Plaintiffs ' 
previous filings. 

' The defendan ts argue that the Barneses have waived their 
other claims by failing to address those claims in their motion 
for summary judgmen t . The cases c i ted by the defendants , 
however , are from other circuits and do not support their 



against the United States 'to adjudicate a disputed title to real 

property in which the United Stat es claims an interest. "' 

I,eisnoi, .Iru:.... L United states . 313 F . 3d 1181 , 118 2 (9th Cir. 

2002) (q u oting § 2409a) . A complaint bringing an action under § 

2409a must " set forth with part i cularity t h e natur e of the right , 

title , or interest which the plaintiff claims in t h e real 

prope rty , the circumstances under which it was acquired , and the 

right , title , or interest cla i med by the United States ." § 

2409a (d) . As a wa i ver of sovere i gn immu n i ty , § 2409a i s the 

exclusive means to c h allen ge the t i t l e of t h e Un i ted States t o 

real property . Block V North Dakota , 461 U. S . 273 , 286 (1983 ); 

accord Gardner v . Stager. 1 03 F . 3d 886 , 888 (9th Cir . 1996) . 

The Barneses allege in their quiet title claim that the 

defendants den i ed them the use and enjoyment of their property by 

constructing barriers across " a lawfully established roadway " and 

seek " to q u iet title to an existing public right (or righ ts) of 

way across public lands to [their) parcel of real property ." Am . 

Comp . at 9 . As such , the Barneses ' complaint fails to allege 

with particularity the nature of their claimed right , title , or 

i nterest in the access route as is required to maintain a claim 

under the Quiet Title Act . See § 2409a (d) . In addition , to the 

argument . Instead , claims not addressed both in a party ' s own 
motion for summary judgment and in response to her opponent ' s 
motion are abandoned . See footnote 11 , infra 



extent the Barneses ' claim is premised on the public's right to 

use the access route , rather than their own right, title, or 

interest in the access route , they have not alleged a cognizable 

claim under § 2409a. 1 ~ ~ Southwest Four Whee] Prive 

Ass'p v, .lilJ:L.. 363 F.3d 1069, 1071 (10th Cir . 2004); Lano V, A.r..e..a 

Manager. Bnrean of RecJ amat ion. 236 F.3d 910, 915 (8th Cir. 

2001); Fairhust FamjJy Ass'n. 11c v lL....S....,_ Forest serv Dept of 

Agri c • 1 72 F. Supp. 2d 1328, 1331-3 3 (D. Colo. 2001). 

Therefore, the claim should have been dismissed on either of 

those grounds . 

In their motion for summary judgment, however, the Barneses 

present their Quiet Title Act claim more clearly . They ask the 

court to enter an order quieting title to the route across 

federal lands within the Arrastra Mountain Wilderness to allow 

them to use motorized vehicles to access their inholding without 

any limitation. The y claim that they have the right unde r 

Arizona law to use the access route either as an "implied way of 

necessity," or if that is not the case , pursuant to Arizona 

Revised Statutes § 12-1202 , which provides a statutory "private 

8The Ninth Circuit has not directly addressed the question 
of whether the Quiet Title Act permits claims based on a public 
right or interest. .s..e.e.,_ .e....._g__._,_ ShuJtz v Pept of Army. 886 F.2d 
1157 , 1160 (9th Cir . 1989) (considering statute of limitations 
under Quiet Title Act in claim of access to public road) . 
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way of necessity. " The Environmental Plaintiffs and the 

defendants oppose the Barneses' motion. 
9 

A. Implied Wav of Necessity 

" Under the common law , where land i s sold that has no 

outlet , the vendor by implication of the law grants ingress and 

egress over the parcel to which he retains ownership , enabling 

the purchaser to have access to his property ." Bickel v Hansen, 

819 P.2d 957 , 960 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1991); accord Tobjas v Dailey, 

998 P.2d 1091, 1094 (Ariz. ct . App. 2000) ; see also United States 

L ,Jenks .. 129 F.3d 1348 , 1353 (10th Cir. 1997) " Establishment 

of an implied way of necessity is dependent on a unity of 

ownership of the dominant and servient estates , followed by a 

severance thereof. " Bickel. 819 P.2d at 960. Once an implied 

way of necessity is created , it is appurtenant to the land and 

passes to each successor . Tobias, 998 P . 2d at 1094. The party 

seeking to establish a way of necessity has the burden of proving 

the elements of the claim . See Sjemsen v Davis, 998 P . 2d 1084, 

1087 - 88 (Ariz. Ct . App . 2000) . 

9To the extent that the Environmental Plaintiffs argue that 
state law cannot establish rights or interests for purposes of 
Quiet Title Ac t claims , they appear to be mistaken . See Bunyard 
y_,_ .ll.......S.... Dept of Agdc , 301 F . Supp. 2d 1052 , 1054 (D . Ariz . 
2004) . 
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The Barneses ' forty-acre inholding was first privately owned 

by Vi ola McNeil who obtained a patent for the property from the 

United States in 193 6 . The Barneses assert in their motion for 

summary judgment that the unity of ownership that is required for 

an implied way of necessity existed because the United States has 

owned the surrounding lands and owns those lands now, although 

the State of Arizona has also held title to those lands. The 

Barneses' failure to provide evidence as to the ownership of the 

lands at the time the patent issued to McNeil is fatal to their 

claim. 10 See BjckeJ. 819 P . 2d at 960; see also Celotex Corp v 

Catrett. 477 U.S. 317 , 322 - 24 (1986). 

In contrast, t he defendants provide some evidence, which the 

Barneses do not dispute, that the State of Arizona obtained 

equitable title to the lands surrounding the inholding through 

the process of "indemnity school selection," and that the 

selection process was complete before November 26, 1934. 

Indemnity school selection was the means by which a state 

exchanged lands granted by the United States to establish and 

maintain public schools under the statehood Enabling Acts for 

10 

Because the Barneses have not provided any evidence that 
t he United States owned the surrounding lands when it conveyed 
t he patent for t he inholding to Vio la McNeil , it is not necessary 
to consider the Environmental Plaintiffs' alternative argument 
that a common law easement cannot be created against t he United 
States. 
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other federal land. .s..e.a,_ .e......a...... Andrus v .llt..ah..,_ 446 U.S. 500 , 

50 2 -04 (1980); Alamo Land & cattle co., .I.n..c....... Y...... Arizona, 42 4 u.s. 

295, 295-98 (1976); Savage v. Glendale Union Hiab Sch • 343 F.3d 

1036, 1046 (9th Cir. 2003) (citing parts of New Mexico-Arizona 

Enabling Act pertinent to Arizona as §§ 24-26, 36 U.S . Stat . 55 7 , 

568-579 (1910)); MasayesvaY .z.ab..,_ 792 F. Supp. 1172, 1174-75 (D. 

Ariz . 1992) When the selection process was complete and valid, 

but before the selection was approved , the state obtained 

equitable title to the selected l ands , which vested the state's 

ownership interests. Wyoming v, United states. 255 u . s. 489, 

496-98 (1921); United States v ShJJmway, 199 F.3d 1093, 1102-03 

I 9th Cir. 1999) (discussing property rights in context of 

application for mining patent). 

Therefore, once Arizona validly selected the land 

surrounding Peeples Canyon in lieu of other lands that had been 

granted to the state by the United States , the United States 

retained only bare legal title to those lands while Arizona 

obtained equitable title with all the rights of ownership. It 

appears to be undisputed that a valid selection occurred in 193 4 , 

before the patent for the inholding in Peeples Canyon was issued 

to Viola McNeil . Because Ar i zona owned t he surrounding l ands, 

divesting the United States of the uni t y of ownership necessary 

t o suppor t an implied way of necessi t y when the patent fo r the 

l 3 



inholding was issued to Viola McNeil, no way of necessity was 

implied when the patent issued. .s..aa._ .e......g_._,_ United States Y 

Clarke. 529 F.2d 984 , 986 ( 9th Cir. 1976); ct... Restatement 

jThird) of Property § 2 . 3 (1998) . The Barneses have not carried 

their burden of proof to show that an implied way of necessity 

was created when the patent issued t o Viola McNeil. 

B. Statutory Way of Necessity 

In the alternative , the Barneses argue that they are 

entitled to a private way of necessity pursuant to Arizona 

Revised Statutes ("A.R.S.") § 12-1202. As the defendants and the 

Environmental Plaintiffs point out , however , A . R . S . § 12-1202 

merely permits the condemnation of lands for a private way of 

necessity under certain conditions. Because the Barneses have 

not yet been granted a condemnation of a way across the federal 

lands, by this court or any othe r court , the y have no existing 

right or title to an access route across the federal lands to 

litigate under the Quiet Title Act. Therefore , their Quiet Title 

Act claim based on A.R.S. § 12 - 1202 is premature. 

Even if that were not the case , however, the Barneses have 

not shown that they are entitled to a condemnation under A.R.S. § 

12 - 12 02 . In order to establish a righ t to condemn an access way 

across federal lands under A . R . S. § 12 - 12 02 , the Barneses must 

1 4 



first show that no other access exists. s j ems en , 9 9 8 P . 2 d at 

1087. There is no dispute that an access route exists across the

federal lands to the Barneses ' inholding. The Barneses challenge 

the limitations imposed on their use of the route that prevent 

unrestricted motorized veh i cle access . They have not , however , 

established that the limitations are so restrictive relative to 

their needs for access as to demonstrate a " reasonable necessity" 

for unrestricted motorized vehicle access. See id 

In add i tion , the Wi l derness Act controls the use of the 

affected federal lands, which are part of the Arrastra Mountain 

Wilderness. See 16 U.S.C. § 1133. Section 1134(a) provides for 

" adequate access " to inholdings . Therefore , because the Barnes 

have access to their inholding and the Wilderness Act provides 

for access , condemnation under A.R.S. § 12-1202 is not necessary 

or appropriate. See Jenks . 129 F . 3d at 1353-54 . 

The Barneses ' motion for summary judgment is denied . 

II. The Defendants' Motjon for Summan1 ,Judgment on the Barneses' 

Claims 

The defendants move for summary judgment in their favor on 

the Barneses' claims challenging t he IBLA decisions and alleging 

a Fifth Amendment taking . In their objection to the Barneses' 

motion for summary judgment , the defendants asserted that they 

1 5 



were entitled to summary judgment on the Barneses ' quiet title 

claim, and they reiterated that assertion in their reply to the 

Barneses ' objection to their motion for summary judgment . 

Although the defendants ' failure to address the Barneses ' quiet 

title claim in the i r own motion might in some cases prevent 

summary judgment in their favor on that claim, here the parties 

have submitted all claims to be resolved on summary judgment. 

Therefore , the defendants are deemed to have moved for summary 

judgment on a ll three claims . For the reasons stated in the 

context of the Barneses' motion for summary judgment, the 

defendants are entitled to summary judgment on the Barneses ' 

quiet title claim . 

A. Takings Claim 

The Barneses allege that the defendants' actions and 

decisions restricting their access to their inholding amount to a 

taking of their property without just compensation in violation 

of the Fifth Amendment .'' Rather than damages for the alleged 

taking , they seek equitab le relief : that they be al l owed 

" As the defendants n ote , the Barneses also raised other 
legal grounds for their takings claim but because they have not 
pursued those theories in either their motion for summary 
judgment or in response to the defendants ' motion , they are 
deemed to be abandoned . ~ ~ Lands Counci 1 v , Vaught. 198 
F. Supp. 2d 1211, 1220 n.l (E.D. Wash. 2002). 
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unrestricted motorized access to their inholding. The defendants 

argue that the Barneses are not entitled to equitable relief 

because they mus t first seek compensation through available 

procedures. 

The defendants are correct. " Equitable relief is no t 

available to enjoin an alleged taking of private property for a 

public use, duly authorized by law, when a suit for compensation 

can be brought against the sovereign subsequent to the taking ." 

Rqckelshans v. Monsanto Co .• 46 7 U.S. 986 , 101 6 (1984) (foo tnote 

omitted); ct..._ E... Enters. y_,_ Apfel. 524 U.S. 498, 520-21 (1998) 

!explaining exception where challenged statute rather t han burden 

on property requires transfer of funds). Despite the Barneses' 

brief protestations to the contrary , the BLM's actions pursuant 

to the Wi l derness Act fall within Ruckel shaus .s.e.e.,_ .e......g_._,_ 

Clouser v, ~ 42 F.3d 1522 , 1538-39 (9th Ci r . 1994). 

Therefore , the court lacks jurisdiction to consider a takings 

claim seeking equitable relief under the circumstances presented 

he re because the Barneses have not sought compensation unde r the 

Tucker Act. See Bay View. llli:.... v AHTNA . .I.n.c.....,_ 10 5 F.3d 1281, 

1284085 (9th Cir . 1997) . Therefore, t h e takings claim is 

dismissed for lack of j urisdiction . 
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B. IBLA Decisions 

The IBLA affirmed the BLM ' s Access Decision that authorized 

l imited repair, maintenance, and motorized use of the access 

route to the Barneses' inholding. The IBLA also affirmed the RIM 

Plan Decision which " authorizes the limited use of mo tor ized and 

mechanized equipment for repair/maintenance of rangeland 

facilities along 15.5 miles of access routes ." Ex. W. 151 IBLA 

106. The Barneses allege that the IBLA decision affirming the 

Access Decision is '' factually inaccurate and contrary to law." 

Am . Comp. at 7. They allege that the IBLA decision affirming the 

RIM Plan Decision " unlawfully restricts personal activities on 

private land within the confines of t he wilderness area" and is 

"arbitrary and capricious ." .I.d.... 

The defendants move for summary judgment on the grounds that 

the Barneses have no right to access their inholding or their 

claimed water rights under Revised Statute 2477 , as they argued 

to the IBLA . In response , the Barneses ask that the IBLA 

decisions be affirmed except for the relie f they requested in 

their own motion for summary judgmen t. They contend only that 

under the Wilderness Act , which preserves existing rights , 16 

U.S. C. § 1133(c), they are entitled to unrestricted motorized 

access to their inholding because state law provides either an 

implied or a statutory way of necessity . 

1 8 



Since the Barneses ' claimed rights under state law have been 

denied , state law does not provide an " existing right " for 

purposes of § 1133(c). The Barneses have abandoned their other 

arguments and claims pertaining to a right to unrestricted 

motorized access across federal lands . ~ ~ Lands Council, 

198 F. Supp. 2d at 1220 n.l . Therefore, the defendants are 

entitled to summary judgment on the Barneses ' claims. 

r II. The Envi ronmenta J Plaintiffs ' and Defendants ' Motions for 

Summary Judgment on t he Environmental Pl aintiffs ' Claims 

In their amended complaint , the Environmental Plaintiffs 

assert eight claims challenging the IBLA decisions affirming the 

BLM ' s RIM Plan Decision and the Access Decision ." For purposes 

of summary judgment, however , the Environmental Plaintiffs have 

voluntarily withdrawn their claims in Counts V and VI of the 

amended complaint . They seek a declaratory judgment that the 

IBLA ' s decisions affirming BLM's RIM Plan Decision and Access 

Decision are arbitrary and capricious and contrary to the 

Wilderness Act , the Arizona Wilderness Act , the National 

Environmental Policy Act ( " NEPA " ), and the BLM ' s Wilderness 

Regulations . They also seek injunctive relief . The defendants 

" The claims are alleged in six counts but Counts I and IV 
each include two separate claims . 
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oppose the Environmental Plaintiffs' claims and move for summary 

judgment to affirm the IBLA decisions . 

Judicial review of agency decisions is governed by the 

Administrative Procedure Act ("APA"), 5 U.S.C. § 701, et seq . 

Wilderness Soc'v v. 1L_s_._ fish & Wildlife Serv., 353 F . 3d 105 1, 

1059 (9th Cir. 2003), as amended, 360 F.3d 1374 (9th Cir. 2004) 

An agency decision may be set aside if it is "arbitrary, 

capricious , an abuse of discretion , or otherwise not in 

accordance with the law." 5 U.S.C. § 706 (2) (A). "[T]he agency 

must articulate a rat ional connection between the facts found and 

the conclusions made." Envtl .l2.e.L.. .G.t..J:....... .l.lli:.... L E P A 344 

F.3d 832 , 858 n.36 (9th Cir . 2003). " [T]he reviewing court may 

not substitute its judgment for that of the agency." l.d.... !citing 

Marsh v or Nat Res Coundl. 490 U.S. 360 , 378 (1989)). Under 

the APA standard, a decision must be set aside "when the agency 

has relied on factors which Congress has not intended it to 

consider , entirely failed to consider an important aspect of the 

problem, offered an explanation for i ts decision contrary to the 

evidence before the agency , or is so implausible tha t it could 

not be ascribed to a difference in v iew or the product of agency 

expertise." Nat' l Ass ' n of Home Builders v Norton, 340 F.3d 

835 , 841 ( 9th Cir . 20 03) (interna l quotation marks omitted). 
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Tbe Wilderness Act and the Arizona Desert Wilderness ActA. 

"In 1964 Congress passed the Wilderness Act , which 

established the National Wilderness Preservation System with the 

explicit statutory purpose ' to assure that an increasing 

population , accompanied by expanding settlement and growing 

mechanization, does not occupy and modi fy all areas within the 

United States and its possessions, leav ing no lands designated 

for preservation and protection in their natural condition." ' 

Wilderness soc ' v, 353 F.3d at 1055 (quoting 1 6 u.s.c. § 1131 (a)) 

" As President Lyndon B. Johnson reportedly said upon signing of 

the Wilderness Act in 1964 , '[i)f future generations are to 

remember us with gratitude rather than contempt, we must leave 

t hem more than t h e miracles of technology. We must leave them a 

glimpse of the world as it was in t h e beginning, not just after 

we got through with it ."' .ld... 1quot ing National Park Service , 

Grand Canyon National Park Wilderness Management Plan 1-2 (1989), 

available at http· // www nps,gov/grca / wilderness/docum<=>nts/ 

sec-one.pdf.) The ADWA (Arizona Desert Wilderness Act) 

designated wilderness lands in Ar i zona , including the Arrastra 

Mountain Wilderness, " [i)n furtherance of the purposes of the 

Wilderness Act" and subject to the provisions of the Wilderness 

Act and the Grazing Guidelines. ADWA of 1990 § 101; see also 43 

U.S . C . § 1782(c). 
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The Environmental Plaintiffs argue that the IBLA decisions 

affirming the RIM Pl an Decision and the Access Decision, which 

permit limited mot o rized vehicular access and mechanized 

reconstruction and maintenance of range improvements, including 

roads, are contrary to and violate the Wilderness Act and the 

ADWA. The defendan t s counter that the Grazing Guidelines and 

Congress's intent to permit continued grazing on Wilderness lands 

authorize the RIM Plan Decision and the provisions to secure 

"valid existing rights" and "adequate access" in the Wilderness 

Act require the action approved by the Access Decision. 

L.. RIM Plan Decision. 

The RIM Plan Decision, as affirmed by the IBLA, "authorizes 

t he limited use of motorized and mechanized equipment for 

repair/maintenance of rangeland facilities along 15.5 miles of 

access routes. It permits, on a limited basis, the use of 

pi c kups, all-terrain vehicles, chainsaws, etc ., by grazing 

permittees / lessees for maintaining fences, corrals, and water 

facilities and access routes addressed in the RIM plan." Ex. W, 

151 IBLA 106. The RIM Plan Decision also allows the use of 

backhoes and bulldozers to repair and maintain the access routes. 

The access rou t es are: (1) Sycamo re Spring route , f o ur - and

one-half miles; (2 ) Peeples Canyon Sp r ing rou t e, two-and -one-
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quarter-miles (to rim of Canyon); (3) Tom's Thicket Trail, one

quarter mile; (4) Valencia Wash, five miles, and (5) Anderson 

Mine access, one-half mile of old road . Sycamore Spring route, 

Peeples Canyon Spring route, and Tom's Thicket Trail were 

originally bulldozed in the early 1940s, with additional parts or 

spurs added later. Valencia Wash is a " large desert wash," 

rather than a bulldozed road. Part of the Anderson Mine access 

was bulldozed in the late 1960s, and t he remainder is the 

riverbed of the Santa Maria River. At least parts of each route 

had been used by some type of motorized vehicle before the 

wilderness designation in 1990. Because motor ized travel was 

excluded from the routes after the wilderness designation, 

natural rehabilitation had occurred by 1996 when the RIM Plan 

Decision was issued. Under the RIM Plan Decision, the access 

routes are to be used for major maintenance of seventeen range 

improvements, which are fences, water sources, and corrals within 

the wilderness area. 

As the access routes existed in 1996 , certain improvements 

were necessary to make them passable for four-wheel-drive pickup 

trucks , as allowed by the RIM Plan Decision. One-half mile of 

the Sycamore Spring route would have to be ''improved " by using a 

bulldozer or backhoe. The Peeples Canyon route had four 

impassable spots, totaling 500 feet, that would require work by a 
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bulldozer or backhoe. Tom's Thicket Trail would require cutting 

thick overgrowth with axes or a chainsaw . Valencia Wash would 

require moving rocks , logs, or soil , and cutting brush using 

axes , chainsaws , shovels , and chains . The old road part of the 

Anderson Mine access would require bulldozer or backhoe work on 

about 100 feet . 

The Environmental Plaintiffs contend that the RIM Plan 

Decision's authorization of repair and maintenance of the access 

routes constitutes construction of permanent roads within the 

Arrastra Mountain Wilderness. They argu e that road construction 

is inconsistent with the Wilderness Act's requirement to preserve 

the area ' s wilderness character and its prohibition against 

roads . The Environmental Plaintiffs further contend that the 

Grazing Gu i delines , incorporated into the ADWA, do not permit 

construction and maintenance of roads and that the RIM Plan 

Decision does not follow the Guidelines for motorized or 

mechanized use s . 

a.. Wilderness character under the Wilderness Act 

The Wilderness Act requires t he BLM to "preserv[e ] the 

wilderness character of the area and [to] so administer such area 

for such other purposes for which i t may have been established as 

also to preserve its wilderness character ." 16 U . S . C . § 1133 (b). 
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"Wilderness '' is defined in the Wilderness Act as follows: 

an area where the earth and its community of life are 
untrammeled by man , where man himself is a visitor who 
does not remain. An area of wilderness is further 
defined to mean in this chapter an area of undeveloped 
Federal land retaining its primeval character and 
inf luence , without permanent i mprovements or human 
habitat i on , wh i ch is protected a n d managed so as to 
preserve its natural conditions and which (1) generally 
appears to have been affected primarily by the forces 
of natu re , wi th the imprint of man's work substantially 
unnoticeable ; (2) has outstandi n g opportun ities for 
so l itude or a primitive and unconfined type of 
recreat i on ; (3) has at l east f i ve thousand acres of 
land or i s of suff i cien t s i ze as to make practicable 
its preservation and use i n an un i mpaired con d i tion ; 
and (4) may also contain ecological , geo l og i cal , or 
other f eatures of scient i f i c , educational, scen i c , or 
historical value. 

16 U . S . C. § 1131(c) . With respect to the construction and 

maintenance o f roads , the Wi l derness Act directs that " [e]xcept 

as specifically provided for in th i s chapter , and subject to 

ex i sting pr i vate r i ghts , there shall be no permane n t road 

within any wilderness area and , except as necessary to meet 

minimum requirements for the administration of the area 

there shall be no temporary road " § 1133 (c) . BLM 

regulations in effect in 1996 proh i bited temporary or permanent 

roads and the use of motorized equipment and motor vehicles in 

wilderness areas , except as otherwise provided in the Wilderness 

Act. 43 C.F.R. § 8560 . l-2(b) & (d). 

In the final Wilderness Environmental Impact Statement f or 

the Arrastra Mountain Wilderness area , issued in August of 1987, 
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the BLM characterized the area as being "predominant l y natural 

with negligi.ble human imprints." Ex. N, Final EIS at 110. The 

BLM noted that the area included ten developed springs , grazing 

allotment fencing, five corrals , and twenty- seven miles of 

" veh i cle way," but that there was little impact on t h e area 's 

naturalness. l!:L.. All grazing operations were discontinued on 

the Santa Maria Ranch allotment before 1987. 

The IBLA found that the RIM Plan Decision allowed a limited 

use of motor vehicles or mechanized equipment for the repair and 

maintenance of seventeen range developments, to respond to 

emergencies in five grazing allotments, and t o periodically 

repair and maintain five access routes, totaling 15.5 miles. Ex. 

V, 151 IBLA 109. The IBLA noted the Wilderness Act restrictions 

on roads in wilderness areas but also noted the statutory and 

regu la tory provisions authorizing the grazing of livestock. .s..ae...... 

.e.___._q_._,_ 16 U.S.C. § 1133 (d) (2); ADWA , § l0l(f) ; 42 C.F .R. § 8560.41 

11996). To support the BLM's decision to authorize repair and 

maintenance of roads in the Wilderness area and the us e of motor 

vehicles and mechanized equipment, the IBLA found that " the 

Arrastra Wilderness is not a homogenous area 'where the earth and 

its community of li fe are untrammeled by man ,' . but an area 

interlaced with t he imprint of man." Ex . V, 151 IBLA 110 

I quoting § 1131 (c)) . The IBLA concluded that the limi ted use of 
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motor vehicles and maintenance of access roads in the area , as 

allowed by the RIM Plan Decision , would not compromise the 

wilderness characteristics of the area because those did not 

exist. 

In other words , the IBLA concluded that the cond i tions in 

the Arrastra Mountain Wilderness do not constitute " wilderness " 

as defined in t h e Wilderness Act so that the Act ' s prohibition 

against roads does not apply . Since the wilderness designation 

was determi ned by Congress , however , the I BLA was wi thout 

auth ority to make a cont r ary determination. In addition, t h e 

record does n ot support the I BLA ' s conclusion. See Ex. L , Draft 

EIS , at 17 ; Ex. N, Final EIS , at 25-31 . Because the IBLA ' s 

decision affirming the RIM Plan Decis i on was based , at least in 

part , on a f i nd i ng that the Ar r astra Mountain Wi l de r ness i s not a 

wildern ess area as defined by§ 11 31(c) , its decis i on is contrary 

to the Wilderness Act and the ADWA a n d must be set aside . 

The IBLA also concluded that repair and maintenance of the 

five access routes does not constitute construction of roads, but 

merely the repair of existing roads. To qualify as a wilderness 

area , however , t he Arrastra Mountain area must have been 

" roadless ," meaning that it lacked roads that had been improved 

or maintained by mechanical means for relatively regular an d 

continuous use. See 43 U . S.C. § 1782(a) ; U.S. Dep ' t of the 
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Interior, BLM, Wilderness Inventory Handbook, at 5, Sept. 27 , 

1978. An example provided of regular or continuous use is motor 

vehicle access to maintain established water sources. l.d... 

Although the access routes may have been used occasionally by 

motor vehicles, such as jeeps, before the wilderness designation, 

there is no evidence that the routes had been improved or 

maintained for regular or continuous use. The Final EIS for the 

Arrastra Mountain Wilderness area states that the areas 

considered for wilderness designation were " roadless." Ex. N, 

Final EIS at 1. Therefore, the IBLA's conclusion that the area 

had pre-existing roads is contrary to the evidence and t he 

determination made by Congress in designating the area as 

wilderness . 

The RIM Plan Decision allows grazing permittees to perform 

limited mechanized route maintenance and to have limited 

motorized access to range developments for repair and 

maintenance . Despite the limitations, the anticipated motor 

vehicle use wou l d be regular and continuous. " As such, the 

access routes , once repaired and in use, would be " roads '' within 

13 The Sycamore Spring route would be used between t hi rteen 
and twenty-six times each year ; the Peeples Canyon Spring route 
would be used ten to fourteen times, not including trips 
necessary to access and pump water from South Peeples Spring in 
the Canyon, and the Tom's Thicket Trail would be used twenty 
times in a year. Ex. V, RIM Plan at 39 , Table 3 . 
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the meaning of the Wilderness Act ." Therefore , because the 

repairs and maintenance of the access routes would constitute 

road construction in violation of the Wilderness Act , the IBLA ' s 

decision must be set aside. 

b... Roads under the Grazjng GiddeJjnes 

The ADWA incorporates the Grazing Guidelines that govern 

grazing in the Wilderness area . ADWA , § 101 (a) (f) . Livestock 

grazi n g and facilities necessary to support l ivestock are 

permi tted t o cont inue i n wi l derness areas "when such graz in g was 

established prior to classification of an area as wildern ess. " 

Ex. Q, H . R. Rep . 101 - 405 , App . A, Grazing Guidelines , at 41 . The 

Guide l ines state : " In summary , subject to the conditions and 

policies outlined in this report , t h e general rule of thumb on 

gra zi n g management i n wilderness s h ould be that activit i es or 

facilities established p rior to the date of an area ' s designation 

14 The statement in the IBLA decision that intrusive activity 
would be limited to less than one-half of one percent of a given 
year appears to be based on a misunderstanding of Table 2 in the 
RIM Pl an without consideration of Table 3 . 

" In addition , the Wilderness Act provides that " grazing of 
livestock , where established prior to September 3, 1964 , shall be 
permitted to continue subject to such reasonable regulations as 
are deemed necessary by the Secretary of Agriculture. " 16 U.S . C. 
§ 1133 (d) (4) . 
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as wilderness should be allowed to remain in place and may be 

replaced when necessary f o r the permittee t o properly administer 

the grazing program ." l.d.... at 43. 

The Grazing Guidelines neither specifically authorize nor 

prohibit road construction. The Gui delines a ll ow the 

construction of new improvements , which are t o be "primari ly for 

the purpose of resource protection and the more effective 

management of these resources rather than to accommodate 

increased numbers of livestock. " l.d.... at 42 . The Guidelines also 

address the need for motorized equ i pment: "[ O]ccasional use of 

motorized equ i pment should be permitted where pract i ca l 

alternatives are n ot available and such use would not h ave a 

significant adverse impact on the natural environment ." l.d.... 

Examples of motor ized equipment are given as " backhoes to 

maintain stock ponds , pickup trucks for major fence repairs , or 

specialized equipment to repair stock watering facilities." l.d.... 

The occasional use of motorized equipment "should be expressly 

authorized in t he grazing permits for the area involved" and 

"will normally only be permitted in those portions of a 

wilderness area where they had occurred prior to the area ' s 

designation as wilderness or are established by prior agreement. " 

l.d.... 

The Barneses ' grazing permi t , as part of the Grazing 
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Decision issued in 1991 , mentions, but does not authorize , the 

use of motorized equipment, stating that such uses will be in 

accordance wit h a Range Improvement Maintenance Plan (RIM Plan) 

The 1996 RIM Plan Decision authorizes limited uses of motor ized 

equipment, including backhoes , bulldozers, and picku p trucks. 

The segmentation of these issues into separate assessments and 

decisions is addressed in the context of t he NEPA claims. 

The IBLA decision appears to assume , without discussion , 

that grazing was established in the Arrastra Mountain Wilderness, 

within the meaning of the Grazing Gu i delines and the Wilderness 

Act, before September 3 , 1964 , and continued through 1990 when 

the area was designated as wilderness. Although the Grazing 

Decision allowed the Barneses to reactivate grazing operations on 

the Santa Maria Ranch allotment in 1991, the BLM did no t make any 

clear finding as to whether, when, and to what extent grazing was 

established on the allotment prior to the designation. 
1 6 

The 

lack of fact-finding and explanation in the RIM Plan Decision to 

support the level of grazing it authorizes undermine s t he 

i 6 
In addition , to confuse matters further , the Grazing 

Decision is accompanied in the record by a voluntary agreement 
for non-use of the grazing permitted by the De cision , effective 
the same day as the Decision. The agreement was for a period of 
two years and provided for an ecological site inventory by the 
BLM . Ex . 0 . 
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Decision. Because the Barneses ' Grazing Decision does not 

authorize the use of motorized equipment and the IBLA's decision 

lacks an explanation as to the factual basis for concluding that 

use of motorized equipment was established and continued in the 

Wilderness area during the appl i cable t ime period, the Grazing 

Guidelines do not support the decision. 

2..... The Access Decision 

In the Access Decision, the BLM authorized limited use of 

motorized and mechanized equipment , meaning bulldozer , truck 

and/or backhoe , to repair the access route beginning at t he rim 

of Peeples Canyon down into the Canyon to the Barneses ' 40-acre 

inholding. 17 Once repaired , the Barneses would be allowed to use 

four - wheel - drive pickup trucks or all terrain vehicles over the 

access route for ranching and recreational purposes . The stated 

reason for the Decision was to permit t he Barneses, as owners of 

the inholding , to have " adequate access " to their property as 

required under the Wilderness Act. See 16 U . S . C. § 11 33(a) 

17 
The court acknowledges some confusion as to the 

geographica l extent of the Access Decision , which is not clear in 
the Decision itself . The defendants and t he IBLA suggest that 
the Access Decision covers the entire access route across the 
Wilderness area and down to the inholding. Since the RIM Plan 
Decision covers the part of the access route across the 
Wilderness area to the rim of the Canyon , the Access and RIM Plan 
Decisions overlap as to part of the route. 
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In affirming the Access Decision , the IBLA again found " that 

the Arrastra Wilderenss is not a homogenous area ' where the earth 

and its community of life are untrammeled by man ,' 16 U.S.C . § 

1133 (c) (1994) , but an area interlaced with the imprint of man ." 

Ex . D, 151 IBLA 1 40 . As discussed above , that j u stification 

contradicts Congress ' s designation of the Arrastra Mountain 

Wilderness and is not supported by the record . Therefore , to the 

extent the Access Decision was affirmed based upon the IBLA ' s 

revision of the wilderness designation , must be set aside . The 

IBLA also concl u ded that the Barneses were entit l ed to t h e access 

route , as approved by t h e BLM , either as a n " existing private 

r i ght ," which is excepted from the prohibition of roads under the 

Wilderness Act , 16 U.S . C . § 1133(c) , or as " adequate access " 

under § 1134 (a). 

a... Exist i nq private ri gbt s 

Section 1133(c) prohibits roads , among other things , subject 

to certain exceptions including " existing private rights ." The 

Barneses attempted to establish that they had " existing private 

r i ghts " to a way across the Wilderness lands to their inholding 

under United States Revised Statute § 2477 , which the IBLA 

rejected . The IBLA held " there are no facts indicating that the 

Barnes [sic] are not holders of access rights predating the 
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wilderness designation ." Ex. D, 151 IBLA 138. However , in the 

course of this proceeding the Barneses attempted to prove their 

claim to private existing rights to the access route but were 

unable to do so , which eliminates that basis for the Access 

Decision. Therefore, to the extent the IBLA decision affirmed 

the Access Decision based on the Barneses' " private existing 

rights" to the access route, it is contrary to the facts and must 

be set aside. 

b....... Adequate access, 

Section 1134(a) provides: "I n any case where 

privately owned land is completely surrounded by national forest 

lands within areas designated by this chapter as wilderness , such 

private owner shall be given such rights as may be 

necessary to assure adequate access to such privately owned 

land . or the privately owned land shall be exchanged 

for federally owned land in the same State of approximately equal 

value under authorities available to the Secretary of 

Agriculture." However , the Secretary of Agriculture may "acquire 

privately owned lands" inside a wilderness area only if the owner 

concurs in the acquisition or " the acquisition is specifically 
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authorized by Congress ."" In 1996, when the Access Decision 

issued , "adequate access" meant " the combination of routes and 

modes of travel to non-Federal inholdings that will, as 

determined by the authorized officer, serve the reasonable 

purposes for which the non - Federal lands are held or used , and at 

the same time cause impacts of least duration and degree on their 

wilderness character. " 43 C.F.R. § 8560.0-S(a) (1996). 

Because the IBLA decision was based at least in part on an 

improper evaluation of the wilderness character of t he area , it 

relied on a factor which Congress did not intend it to consider 

and is contrary to the law . In addition, as is discussed below, 

the process the BLM followed in assessing the purpose for and the 

environmental impact of the Access Decision also requires that 

the decision be set aside. 

rv. National Environmental ProtecU on Act 

"NEPA is our basic national charter for protection of the 

environment ." Churchill County v, Norton, 276 F . 3d 1060 , 1072 

18 

Because the concurrence of the owner is necessary to make 
a land exchange , the Environmental Plaintiffs ' interpretation of 
§ 1134(a) is not reasonable , whether or not the BLM ac t ually 
of fered the Barneses an exchange. 
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I 9th Cir. 2001) (internal quotation omitted), as amended, 282 

F.3d 1057 (9th Cir.). NEPA provides a procedural framework for 

environmental decision-making but does not provide substantive 

standards for particular results. See Kootenai Tribe of Idaho v 

Veneman, 313 F.3d 1094, 1115-16 (9 t h Cir. 2002) The process 

mandated by NEPA ""ensure [s] that federal agencies take a hard 

look at the environmental consequences of their actions."' 

Neighbors of Cuddv Mountain v Alexander. 303 F.3d 105 9 , 1071 

19th Cir. 2002) (quo t ing MJlckleshoot Indian Tdbe v lL....S...... Forest 

Serv 1 77 F.3d 800, 814 (9th Cir . 1999)). 

The Environmental Plaintiffs argue that the course of 

environmental assessments and decisions, beginning with the 

Grazing EA and Decision in 1 991 and continuing with the RIM Plan 

EA and Access EA and Decisions in 1996, constitute improper 

segmentation of decision-making in violation of NEPA. The 

Environmental Plaintiffs also assert that the BLM failed to 

cons ider reasonable alternatives, as required under NEPA, for 

both the RIM Plan and the Access Decision. The defendants argue 

that the Environmental Plaintiffs ' challenges are time-barred and 

that the decisions of the IBLA shoul d be affirmed . 

A. Statute of Limitations 

Civil actions against the United States, including actions 

under the APA , "shal l be barred unless the complaint is filed 
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within six years after the right of action first accrues." 28 

u . s .c. § 240l(a) ; Wind River Mining corp v united States. 946 

F.2d 710 , 713 (9th Cir. 1991); Sierra Club v Penfold, 857 F.2d 

1307, 1315 (9th Cir. 1988). A claim under the APA accrues when 

the agency has taken final action which depends on "whe ther the 

agency has completed its decisionmaking process, and whether the 

result of that process is one that will directly affect the 

parties." franklin v MassacbJJsetts, 505 u.s. 788, 797 (1992) 

When a party challenges an agency decision based on NEPA, 

ordinarily the claim accrues when the EIS, the Record of 

Decision , or a Finding of No Significant Impact ("FONSI") issues. 

Jersey Heights Neighborhood Ass' □ v Gleodeoioq, 174 F.3d 180, 

186-87 (4th Cir. 1999); Southwest wi 11 i amson Collnty Cmty Ass' o . 

.I.n.c...... :L... $later. 173 F.3d 10 33 , 1036 (6th Cir. 19 99 ); MnnL... 

Wilderness Ass'n v, .E:..o'..,_ 310 F. Supp. 2d 112 7 , 1142 (D. Mon t . 

2004) 

The RIM Plan Decision and the Access Decision and the FONSis 

for those decisions issued in 1 996 . The Environmental Plaintiffs 

filed suit in 2000, well within the six-year limitation period. 

Further, the Environmental Plaintiffs were required to file an 

amended complaint to address the IBLA decisions issued in 1999 , 

which were determined to be the final agency action for purposes 

of APA review. 
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The defendants argue that the Environmental Plaintiffs' NEPA 

claims are time barred because they include challenges to the 

Grazing EA and Decision which issued in 1991, more than six years 

before they brought suit. The Environmental Plaintiffs' claim 

asserting improper segmentation of the environmental assessments 

into the Grazing EA, the RIM Plan EA, and the Access EA does 

address the Grazing EA and Decision. However, the claim 

addresses the Grazing EA and Decision only as part of an ongoing 

improper process that was not complete until final agency action 

resulted in the RIM Plan Decision and the Access Decision, as 

affirmed by the IBLA. Because the IBLA decisions, which 

completed the decisionmaking process that began with the Grazing 

EA and Decision and continued through the RIM Plan EA and 

Decision and the Access EA and Decision, are within the six year 

period before the complaint was filed, the NEPA claims are not 

time barred. 

B. ReasonabJ e AJ ternatives 

NEPA requires a federal agency to consider a reasonable 

range of alternatives to the proposed action. See 42 U.S.C. § 

4332 (C) (iii) & (E); Hells cannon Alli a nee v ll........S.... forest Serv 

227 F.3d 1170, 1181 (9th Cir. 2000) (ci t ing § 4332(E) and 40 

C .F.R. §§ 1500.2(e) and 1502.14(a)). The requirement t o c o nsider 
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reasonable al t ernatives is the "heart '' of the environmental 

review process . See Kootenai Tribe . 313 F . 3d at 1120 (citing 40 

C . F . R. § 1502 . 14 ) Reasonable alternatives are those that are 

feasible , cons i stent with the reasonable objectives of the 

action , and s u ffic i ent to permit a reasoned cho i ce . See Hells 

Cannon . 227 F . 3d at 1181 ; Fri ends of Sout heast ' s Future v 

Morrison . 153 F . 3d 1059 , 1066 (9th Cir . 1998) ; Seattle Audubon 

Soc ' v v , Moseley . 80 F . 3d 1401 , 1404 (9th Cir . 1996) . 

The Environmental Plaintiffs contend that the BLM failed to 

conside r reason ab l e alte rnatives i n t h e RIM Pl a n EA and t h e 

Access EA. In particular , the Envi ronmental Plaint i ffs argue 

that the BLM failed to analyze an alternative that would reduce 

or elimina t e catt l e grazing on p arts of t he San ta Maria Ranch 

allo t ment and the Santa Maria Community allotment in order to 

redu ce the need for motor vehic l e use , road construct i on , and 

water developments . The BLM also refused to analyze alternatives 

that would limit the number of water developments to be 

reconstructed and maintained and that would restrict motor 

vehicle use to routes that are passable without reconstruction. 

In response , the defendants quote the part of the IBLA 

decision which discusses other alternatives considered in the RIM 

Plan EA and states that the BLM considered and rejected the 

alternatives of limiting the number of water developments and 
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access to passable routes. The IBLA noted that the purpose of 

the RIM Plan EA was to determine how t o maintain all range 

developments tha t had historically been in the area, not to 

reduce the number of developments. The IBLA also noted that the 

wilderness designation did not require the BLM to consider 

eliminating grazing on parts of the allotments. 

The IBLA does not , however, explain why the broad purpose of 

restoring all of the historical grazing developments in the area 

was reasonable or whether the range of alternatives analyzed by 

the BLM provided a sufficient basis for a reasoned choice. 

Instead, the RIM Plan EA and to some extent the Access EA were 

driven by the requirements put in place by the Grazing EA and 

Decision in 1991 . See Ex. V, RIM Plan at 5 ("Repair and 

maintenance of the following rangeland developments within the 

Santa Maria Ranch Grazing Lease Allotment in the Arrastra 

Mountain Wilderness are necessary to implement the grazing system 

authorized in a 1991 grazing decision. " ). The question of 

whether the range of alternatives considered in each EA was 

appropriate under NEPA is intertwined with the Grazing EA and 

Decision and is addressed in the next section . 

C . Seqmentation or Tierina 

In this case, t he BLM prepared sepa r ate EAs for grazing on 

the Santa Maria Ranch allotment, for the access routes and range 
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development repair and maintenance proposed in the RIM Plan , and 

for access to t he Peeples Canyon inholding. The Environmental 

Plaintiffs argue that one comprehensive environmental review was 

required by NEPA for all of the actions. The defendants contend 

that the assessment was properly t i ered into three separate 

assessments. 

Under NEPA, an agency may avoid duplication and delay in the 

environmental assessment process by initially addressing a broad 

national program or policy statement and subsequently analyzing 

narrower specific e nvi ronment a l issues encompassed within the 

general matter. See Churchjll County. 276 F . 3d at 1074 (citing 

40 C.F.R . § 1508.28) 19 Such an approach is referred to as 

" tiering ." l..d..... In contrast, connected , cumulative, or related 

actions must be assessed together for environmental impact. See 

Kleppe v . Sierra Club. 427 U.S. 390, 410 (1976); 40 C . F.R . § 

1508 . 25 ; accord NaUve Ecosystems Councjl v Dombeck . 304 F.3d 

886 , 893 (9th Cir. 2002); Churchill County, 276 F.3d at 1075. " A 

segmentation is improper when the segmented project has n o 

independent jus t ification, no life of its own , or is simply 

illogical when viewed in isolation." One Tho)]sand Friends of 

Iowa v Mjneta. 364 F.3d 890 , 894 (8th Cir . 2004). 

19 The Council on Environmental Quality regulations are 
" binding on a ll federal agencies and provide guidance to the 
courts for interpreting NEPA requirements." ONRC Actjon v BI,M. 
150 F . 3d 1132, 1138, n . 3 (9th Cir. 1998) (quotation omitted) . 
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The BLM contends that the separate EAs for each action 

constitute appropriate tiering of t he environmental rev iew 

process . The Environmental Plaintiffs argue that because the 

1996 BLM decisions to allow road repair and maintenance are based 

on its 1991 decision to al l ow grazing , the environmental impact 

of all of the actions should have been considered together . The 

Environmental Plaintiffs rely on the analysis of improper 

segmentation in Thomas v Peterson . 753 F.2d 75 4 , 760 (9th Cir. 

1985) 

In Thomas, a grou p of p l a i ntiffs challenged the Forest 

Service ' s separate decisions to authorize the sale of timber in a 

national forest and to permit construction of a road to access 

the timber. l.d.... at 756. The NEPA issue presented was "whether 

the road and the timber sales are sufficiently related so as to 

require combined treatment in a single EIS that covers the 

cumulative effects of the road and the sales. " l.d..... at 75 7 . The 

court applied the definition of connected actions provided in 4 0 

C.F.R. § 1508. 25 (a) (1) (1984) and concluded that the road and 

sale of timber could not proceed separately , were interdependent 

parts of a larger action , and, therefore , were " connected 

actions . " l.d.... at 758-59 . The court also conc l uded that the road 

and timber sales were cumulative actions under § 150 8 .25(a) (2) 

that required a single EIS. l.d.... at 759 . Further, the court held 

that under prior Ninth Circuit NEPA precedent , the proposed road 
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construction and t h e proposed timber sales had to be addressed in 

a single Environmental Impact Statement ( " EIS " ) because " it would 

be irrational to build the road and then not sell the timber to 

wh i ch the road was built to provi de access. " l.d..._ 

On review of t h e Access Decis i on , the I BLA dist i nguished 

Thomas on the ground that the Barneses ' right to access their 

i nholding in Peeples Canyon is independent of the BLM ' s decision 

to authorize grazing on the Santa Maria allotment and concluded 

that t he decisions were properly t i ered. The Access Dec i s i on , 

h owever , a u t h orized moto r ized and mech anized u se " when n eeded for 

the araz j nq , recreational and other private purposes for which 

the land is currently held or used ." Ex . B , Dec. at 1 (emphasis 

added) . As such , grazing is an integral part of the purpose for 

the Access EA . In addition , the RI M Plan Decision covers part of 

the access ro u te that is a l so addressed in the Access Decision. 

Because the IBLA decision failed to address the overlap between 

the Access Decision and the RIM Plan and Grazing Decisions and 

instead erroneously concluded that the Access Decision was 

independent of the others , it must be set aside. 

For purposes of the RIM Plan Decis i on , the IBLA held that 

Thomas did not apply because the grazing and range developments 

authorized by the RIM Plan were not " new " activities , unlike the 

timber sales and road construction authorized in Thomas, As 

such , it is not clear whether the IBLA decision is based on a 
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theory that environmental review was unnecessary because the 

proposed activities already existed or whet her the IBLA 

interpreted Thomas to include a provision that only " new " 

activities mi ght be sufficiently cumulative , related , or 

connected to require comprehensive rev i ew. Nothing i n Thomas 

suggests that the prohibition against improper segmenting is 

limited to " new " act i vities . I n addition , the BLM decided that 

environmental r eview of the act i o n s was necessary under NEPA . 

Since Thomas. the Ninth Circuit has provided additional 

guidance in discerning i mproper segmen tation of envi r o nmental 

review from appropriate tiering . ~ .a.......a..... Chnrchi 11 Connty . 

276 F . 3d at 1072 - 79 ; Wetlands Action Network v . !L..S..._ Army Corps 

of Ena ' rs , 222 F.3d 1105 , 1116 - 19 (9th Cir. 2000); Muckleshoot. 

177 F.3d at 810 - 11 (9th Cir. 1999) ; Blne Mountains Biodiversity 

Project v, Blackwood , 161 F.3d 1208 , 1214 - 15 (9th Ci r . 1998) . In 

Native Ecosystems . the court again considered the s u fficiency of 

environmental review of proposed timber sales and concomitant 

road work in a national forest. See 304 F.3d at 890-91 . 

In Native Ecosystems. the issue was the maximum road density 

standard in the National Forest Plan. l.d... The Forest Service 

conceded that the road density existing after the proposed timber 

sale would violate that standard and adopted a site-specific 

amendment to waive the road density requirement for the timber 

sa l e . l.d... at 891. The Forest Service further acknowledged that 
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amendments would also be necessary for other proposed timber 

sales in the area. .Id..._ The plaintiffs argued that a single 

comprehensive environmental review was required for all of the 

proposed sales that would require road density amendments. ld... 

at 893 . 

The court applied " an 'independent utility ' test to 

determine whether [the proposed] actions [were] connected so as 

to require an agency to consider them in a single NEPA review ." 

.Id..._ at 894 (quoting Wetlands Action Network . 222 F.3d at 1118). 

The court fi r st h eld that each t i mber sale could be h eld 

separately and had independent utility so that the separate road 

density amendments were not an improper segmentation of 

environmental review . Native Ecosystems . 304 F . 3d at 894-95 . 

With respect to the cumulative effects of the sa l es and 

amendments , however , the court conc l uded that the EA for the 

first proposed sale was insufficient because it did not analyze 

" all reasonably foreseeable future road density amendments " as 

required by NEPA. .Id..._ at 897. 

In this case , the Grazing EA and Decision were the basis of 

and the motivating force behind the subsequent environmental 

assessments for the RIM P l an and Access Decisions . But for the 

Barneses ' application to reactivate the Santa Maria Ranch ' s 

grazing rights , the RIM Plan EA would not have been necessary . 

That is , without grazing livestock there would be no need for 
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range improvement and maintenance. As such, the RIM Plan 

Decision would be illogical without the Grazing Decision . 

The Access EA was also premised at least in part on the 

Barneses' asserted need to access t heir inholding for purposes of 

grazing livestock. At the very leas t , the evaluation of t h e 

Barneses' need to access their inholding in the Access EA would 

have been different absent the asserted grazing purpose. To the 

extent the Access EA is premised upon the Grazing Decision, it 

also is illogical standing alone. 

The three assessments and decisions are interconnected and 

do not operate independently. Th e IBLA both applied the wrong 

legal standard and decided arbitrarily that the three actions 

were decided through appropriate tiering. Therefore, the IBLA 

decisions must be set aside. 

Conclusion 

The Barneses ' motion for s umma ry judgment (NH document no. 

33) is denied. The defendants' motion for summary judgmen t on 

the Barneses' claims (NH document no. 29) is granted. The 

Environmental Plaintiffs ' motion for summary judgment (NH 

document no. 27) is granted in that the IBLA decisions affirming 

the RIM Plan Decision and the Access Decision are vacated for the 

reasons stated in this order . The defendants' motion for summary 
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judgment on the Environmental Plaintiffs' claims (NH document no. 

30) is denied. The stipulated motions to extend time (NH 

documents n o. 34, 37 , & 38) and the environmental plaintiffs' 

motion to exceed the page limit (NH document no. 42) are granted. 

Because the IBLA decisions are vacated , the actions 

authorized by t he RIM Plan Decision and the Access Decision must 

be re-evaluated by the BLM. The parties shall submit an agreed 

proposed injunction, that is consisten t with this order, on or 

before August 20, 2004. Until a permanent injunction issues, the 

parties shall take no action that is authorized by t he RIM Plan 

Dec ision or the Access Decision and shall maintain the status quo 

as has been the case during the pendency of this action. 

SO ORDERED. 

ose A. DiClerico, Jr. 
nited States District Judge 
!Sitting by designation.) 

Jul y 16, 2 004 

cc : Joseph M. Feller, Esquire 
Thomas K . Kelly, Esquire 
Thomas D. Lus tig , Esquire 
Richard Glenn Patrick, Esquire 
USDC-AZ 
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